Reagan, Ortega to talk peace

Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President Reagan said Monday the United States would take part in talks with Nicaraguan authorities if they engage in serious cease-fire negotiations with the Contra rebels.

Reagan emphasized that such discussions — the first between the United States and Nicaragua in almost three years — would occur only if representatives of other Central American countries are also present.

The president outlined the U.S. position to a luncheon gathering of Western Hemisphere foreign ministers assembled here for the annual meeting of the Organization of American States.

Nicaragua's Foreign Minister Miguel D'Escoto was among the listeners as Reagan spoke.

The United States and Nicaragua have had no substantive bilateral talks since the latter half of 1984 when a series of meetings were held in Manzanillo, Mexico. By insisting that other Central American countries be a part of any future contacts with the Sandinistas, Reagan appeared to rule out a resumption of bilateral discussions.

Reagan's announcement appeared to strengthen relations between the President and South Bend by encouraging off-campus students to take on a greater role in their community. 

Coleman's press release reads, "I am here this morning to propose that a "good neighbor" policy be instituted jointly by the city of South Bend and the University of Notre Dame to help foster a responsible, community-oriented relationship between the students of Notre Dame living off campus.

ND grad announces off-campus plan

By GREG LUCAS
Senior Staff Reporter

Sean Coleman, newly elected South Bend city councilman, proposed, during his campaign, an eight point plan for strengthening relations between the University of Notre Dame and the Northeast neighborhood of South Bend.

Coleman, who graduated from Notre Dame in 1978 and is now a resident and landlord in the Northeast neighborhood, said that his plan is aimed at developing greater ties between the University and South Bend by encouraging off-campus students to take on a greater role in their community.

Coleman's press release reads, "I am here this morning to propose that a "good neighbor" policy be instituted jointly by the city of South Bend and the University of Notre Dame to help foster a responsible, community-oriented relationship between the students of Notre Dame living off campus.

Stocks tumble again as dollar continues to suffer

Associated Press

NEW YORK — A jittery stock market tumbled again Monday as the dollar extended its dizzying slide on world currency markets.

Beginning its fourth week of business since the 355-point plunge of Oct. 19, Wall Street continued to be dogged by anxiety over the battered dollar and Washington's sluggish progress in trimming the huge federal budget deficit.

And it had a new worry: the potential reappearance of computerized program trading, which had been banned after the October stock market crash. For the first time since then, the New York Stock Exchange relaxed all restrictions on program trading, which has been blamed for wild swings in stock prices and may have played an important role in the collapse.

The re-emergence of program trading, a controversial technique involving instantaneous buying and selling of stocks and stock-index futures, made traders even more anxious and kept many investors on the sidelines.

"It's still nervous, it's still tense, it's still uncertain," said Monte Gordon, vice president and director of research for Dreyfus Corp. "It's a market that's still uncertain and confused."

The Dow Jones industrial average, which tracks the value of 30 of the biggest U.S. companies, fell 88.8 points, or 3 percent, to close Monday at 1,900.30. Most of that loss occurred early in the day and the average then moved in a fairly narrow range through the rest of the session.

It was the ninth largest one-day point drop for the Dow, adding to Friday's 26.36-point decline and last week's net loss of 34.48 points.
In Brief

A giant crocodile crawled out of a sewer Monday in a crowded street in Madras, India, causing panic among passers-by. People tried to kill the 7-foot-long creature with stones when it emerged, but authorities finally overpowered the animal by stuffing its mouth with burlap sacks. The crocodile retreated into the sewer but kept baring its teeth, witnesses said. Police said officials from a nearby sewer pumped the creature and took it away in a truck. The animal was believed to have strayed into a sewer from a canal. -Associated Press

Go for it now: You won't regret it

Newspapers are filled with regrets these days. Judge Douglas Ginsburg regrets having used marijuana in the 1960s and 1970s. "I hope that the young people of this country, including my own daughters, will learn from my mistake and heed (Ron and Nancy's anti-drug) message," said Ginsburg.

U.S. Rep. Connie Mack also regrets smoking marijuana in his younger days. "It was all wrong, and I should not have done it," Mack said last week.

Other regretful former marijuana smokers include presidential candidates Bruce Babbitt, who apparently smoked the evil weed while at Notre Dame, and Sen. Albert Gore.

The regrets don't stop with marijuana, however.


And Republican presidential candidate Pat Robertson regrets engaging in premarital sex during his early days. "I have never, ever, indicated that in the early part of my life I didn't know some wild oats," he said. "I sowed plenty of them. But I also said that Jesus Christ came into my life, changed my life and forgave me."

The list goes on and on. In every case a public figure regrets something he did in his early days.

"So be careful what you do in college," the lesson here seems to be. "You may regret it."

But what do you think you'll really regret 20 years from now? More than likely it won't be something you did in college.

It will be something you didn't do.

When you didn't stay up all night studying for that test.

When you didn't go out on that date.

When you didn't apply to get into that sorority.

When you didn't go to that big basketball game you didn't go to.

When you got the good job you didn't apply for.

The party you skipped because you were too tired.

That club you didn't join because you thought you wouldn't have time.

The trips you didn't take to the Dunes.

The professors you liked but never took classes with.

The Famous people's lectures you didn't attend.

The time you sold your football ticket.

The trips you didn't take to the Dunes or Bendix Woods.

The list could go on and on. But only if you let it.

So take advantage of your college days and have a little more fun. You won't regret it.

Wish your friends a Happy Birthday through Observer advertising. Call 239-5303 for details.

Undergrad Night at the Alumni-Senior Club

with RECORD-A-TUNE

Tuesday, November 10, 9:00 p.m.

You and your "act" sing lead vocals to one of 500 songs backed by original artists.

The top three acts open for the COLLEGE COMEDY TOUR '87 on November 20.
Senate outlines reports, discusses SUB violations

By GREG LUCAS
Senior Staff Reporter

Pat Cooke and Laurie Bink, student body president and vice president, presented the Student Senate Monday night with outlines of reports that will be delivered Thursday to the University’s Board of Trustees.

Cooke said the first report will regard the Freshman Orientation program. The following recommendations will be made to the Board of Trustees:

- Increasing the amount of small group activities as opposed to large convocations.
- Creating faculty involvement in the Freshman Orientation program. Cooke mentioned an activity such as a faculty-student-parent luncheon to foster a positive student-teacher relationship right from the beginning.
- Increased student involvement. Cooke stressed having a student “Orientation Committee that will work hand-in-hand with the Office of Student Activities and the Freshman Year of Studies.”

Bink said that the second report would discuss the orientation and integration of transfer students. The report will include the following recommendations:

- Making the five day meal plans more flexible. Bink said that many transfer students interviewed had said that they would like to be able to use their five day meal plans on weekends.
- Stressing in the transfer student application that transfer students may never get a chance to live on campus.
- Eliminating the Combination-5 year engineering program with other schools. Bink explained that the program allows 25 students to enter the engineering program at Notre Dame after taking three years of liberal studies at one of several other schools. These students are placed above regular transfer students on the list for on-campus housing.
- Creating a 24-hour lounge on campus for all students.
- Creating a position in the Office of Student Activities for transfer student orientation. This would provide a sense of continuity year after year, Bink said.
- Creating a University-owned off-campus apartment. Bink said that the apartment would be designed to attract seniors, thus creating space on campus for transfer students. Bink said the report would recommend the apartment be cooperatively owned by students.

In other business, the Senate continued discussion over the charges that were presented last week by Mike Jaeger, chief of staff, regarding violations of the Undergraduate Constitution by the Student Union Board.

The Senate agreed that the SUB steering committee should review the discussion of the charges made and bring specific recommendations to the Senate next week regarding policy changes or constitutional alterations.

One of the points debated was the role of Adele Lanan, assistant director of Student Activities, on the SUB steering committee, Jaeger charged that Lanan is more active in activities such as agenda screening than was intended for in the constitution.

Nowhere in the constitution or the rights and duties of the assistant director of Student Activities, in his/her capacity as a member of the SUB steering committee, restricted beyond the words “non-voting,” said Janel Blount, SUB board director, while reading from a prepared response to the charges.

Blount and other members of the SUB said that some constitutional violations do and have existed, in many cases, for several years.

The response concluded “We (the SUB) believe that all of the supposed ‘recognized violations of the Undergraduate Constitution of the University of Notre Dame’ in no way hinder the Student Union Board’s mission ‘to enhance student life by providing social, intellectual, and cultural opportunities.’”

The Senate will discuss concrete recommendations for rectifying violations that do exist in the constitution and modernizing descriptions and structures called for in the constitution next week.
Blasted
A lone soldier bows his head at a monument to First and Second World War dead in Northern Ireland. Eleven people were killed the day before by a bomb which exploded in the building at rear.

Stock
continued from page 1
accountability deters future of­fenses by sending a warning to the weak and the temptations.

The investment industry needs higher ethics, he said, be­cause the past few years on Wall Street have been years of incredible change and turmoil. The size of companies and the size of transactions have grown enormously, and as size and complexity grow, temptations can also grow.

"We need to be concerned as never before with preserving the values of decency and honesty and an atmosphere of trust on Wall Street," he added. "We hope that we cannot do business without those values and that atmosphere of trust."

Phelan cited three tempta­tions for those working within the market. The hypocritical temptation, he said, is the temptation to think "we can write a set of crystal clear rules for the investment community."

Defining business ethics is not impossible, he said, but it's far from simple. "To imagine that we can define and codify business ethics in some neat, precise list of commands would be mistaken," as defining ethical conduct merely as adherence to the law.

"I'm tired of hearing politicians and businessmen, faced with complaints about their conduct, making the defense that, 'What I did was within the law,'" said Phelan.

"A truly ethical person observes a stricter set of stand­ards than merely the legal ones," he said. A second temptation for those who hope to encourage a high standard of ethics in busi­ness, he said, "is to imagine that they can do the job by drawing an even tighter web of laws and regulations to govern the investment community."

Correction
It was incorrectly re­ported Monday that Renee Gau was service concerns commissioner for the Stu­dent Union Board. Gau cur­rently holds the position of service concerns commis­sioner for Student Govern­ment.

Talks
continued from page 1
parently was linked to the surprise statement by Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega last Thursday that his government would agree to open, through an intermediary, cease fire talks with the U.S.-backed Contras.

Reagan's remarks were con­sistent with the previous administra­tion position that the United States would ease its stand on talks with the leftist Sandinistas only if they first opened a dialogue with the Con­tras.

Reagan said that Secretary of State George Shultz "will be ready to meet jointly with the foreign ministers of all five Central American nations, including the Sandinistas' repre­sentative" if Nicaragua engages in "serious negotia­tions" with the Contras.

The statement appeared to suggest a continued forward move­ment in the Central American peace agreement signed by five presidents of the region last August.

Plan
continued from page 1
and the residents of the North­east neighborhood.

The eight-point plan that Coleman proposed includes the following recom­mendations:

- The establishment of an off­campus center, in a facility such as Northeast neighborhood center, "where off campus housing, outreach programs and community service activ­i­ties could be coordinated giving the University a visible presence in the Northeast neighborhood."

- The designation of an Off­Campus Housing Coordinator affiliated with the University to live and work in the Northeast neighborhood to promote re­sponsible student tenancy, community service and good will between student and resi­dents.

- Creation of a group of stu­dent volunteers ("Weekend Warriors") to promote respon­sible socializing for off-campus students and police the neighbor­hood on weekends for trash and contribute to public safety.

- Establishment of a 'Code for Off Campus Living' by the University to be followed by students promoting respon­sible socializing, respect for neighbors and community service.

- To unite city and University efforts to "establish easily ac­cessible, community and stu­dent oriented retail business development to complement existing businesses" in the neighborhood. Coleman men­tioned specifically the need for restaurants and small shops.

***********************
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Tarantula collection not something to shudder about

The most difficult myth to dispel, says Henning, is that tarantulas kill humans for food. When people insist they are deadly, he says, he gets angry.

Henning's fascination with tarantulas began when his uncle brought one home after a cross-country motorcycle ride. He got a tarantula of his own and started a collection about five years ago. Now, Henning trades with other collectors throughout the United States, France, Canada, Chile, Argentina and England. Feeding the spiders can be costly, Henning said, even though he makes nightly trips to collect a supply of crickets, mealworms, grasshoppers and moths for them to eat. A specimen that is especially large or colorful can bring more than $100. But most of the Henning's transactions are trades rather than sales.

"Most people get tarantulas to show off, but they are very docile," he said. "I will feed them and they run away from my hand. You don't have to worry about them. If they have food, they are very easy to care for."

Henning says his neighbors are interested in his unusual hobby. "Some ask questions, some shudder," he said.

And despite the ignorance and dread others may feel about tarantulas, Henning hasn't lost his fascination for them.

"I love seeing something I bred, grow," he said.

Comedian Steve Kimbrough performs at the Alumni-Senior Club tonight. Kimbrough will also appear at the College Comedy Tour '87 with Larry "Bud" Malman, Rita Rudner and Enos Phillips on November 20 at 9 p.m. at Stepans Center.

Geekiness as a way of life

Geek, Geedom. Let's geek. You have said it, you have given in, you have probably even done it. "Geek" or one of its many derivatives is one of those four-letter words which can be used to describe a variety of situations, people and occurrences. Upon arrival at Notre Dame, when I heard "geek," I thought "nerd." There were no certain qualifying characteristics associated in my mind with this term, I just got a general queasy feeling in my stomach when it was used to describe someone.

As my first semester progressed, I heard the word identifying a particular group of people on campus: the geeks of the campus. Over time, the majority of them knew, before now, of their nickname, but since my roommate was one of them, and she referred to herself as one, I assumed it must have had some substance.

Mary Berger

Back in the High Life

"Geek" is most often used in reference to dedication to academia for any student: yes, maybe even you and I can be geeks.

I can't go to Bridge's gus. I have to read the next three chapters of physics for the test.

Don't be such a geek! The exam is not for three more weeks!

Such is the dialogue which may be heard Thursday night in a dorm room. How many of us have never done similar things? "So what are you doing this weekend?"

"Well, I am going to be a geek Friday night so I can go out Saturday."

Or, entering into another dimension of "geek" use: "That's got to be a geek Friday so I can party Saturday."

"Geek" is multi-faceted. It is like that white shirt you wear with jeans, flannels, shorts or nothing at all. It can be noun, verb, adjective, adverb or take on a form of its own.

Following are just a few examples heard around our own geeky, geek-filled, geeked-out campus.

"Geek magnets" are the studious members of the opposite sex who don't consider themselves to be geeky but seem to only attract geeky others. These "others" may have geek breath or be geekheads. Whatever their specific redeeming qualities may be, they are certainly lacking according to the geeks.

Two adverbial forms of this fun word are "geekily" and "geekdly." The former almost appears to me to refer to the physical state of someone like "sickly" does. The latter, however, geeks me even more. If something is done geekily, I don't know if there is anything that can pull it through.

"Geekage" is a noun form of which I do not really know the definition. Is it a state one enters after a certain amount of geeking or geeking out? Is it the generic word ascribed to you after doing something done geekily by a geek? Is it the final stage before the epitome of "geekdom?" I think "geekdom" is kind of like "smurfdom." Everything in one's vocabulary has a geek or smurf connection.

"Wow, Buddygeek, did you catch the geekage on that geedomey geedome?"

Every generation and situation has its characteristic qualities and unique language. The Damners of today may or may not be geeks, geek out or experience geekdom. Most likely, though, they are and they do, but just won't admit it. You know it, I know it and they know it. So the next time you or someone you know is being a geek, relax, because everyone's doing it.
Trustees should vote to divest

In three days, the Notre Dame Board of Trustees will meet for its semi-annual meeting. As it has for the past several years, it will consider whether the University should maintain its investments in corporations doing business in South Africa.

The time has come for Notre Dame to divest. The political situation in South Africa has continued to deteriorate despite investments by well-meaning foreign organizations. These organizations believe their investing in the South African economy will help the blacks there — by setting an example for the way social justice can be achieved. Unfortunately, this approach has failed as a whole.

The plight of the blacks has not improved because of these investments. Blacks are still systematically denied political, economic and social rights in South Africa.

A continued economic presence has not, and will not, pressure the white supremacist government into dismantling the apartheid system. In fact, this economic presence only strengthens the current political structure.

Our limeousine liberals of the fevered brow set are, by instinct, inclined to fashioning thunderbolts directed against South Africa on the issue of apartheid. Even behind the Iron Curtain is OK. Kids. An alternate political life style — one should not be judged total! Right? Right on.

No, I ask, who save a moral leper would defend apartheid?

Let me tell you who — a quite clever Marxianist, named South, a depraved mind, sustained by a sig nal percentage of Western social scientists, would see naught but benefit in an assault upon apartheid which effectively destroys an economy intrinsically engineered to end apartheid. More on that anon.

Sullivan abandoning his own principles, Notre Dame must make the decision to divest. By divesting, Notre Dame will be following other banks, corporations and secular universities in placing a meaningful pressure on the apartheid system. Unfortunately, the University has lost its position of leadership in this arena of social justice. This fact, however, is no excuse for continued support of a repressive society fueled by an economy dependent on foreign investment.

Notre Dame must now face the reality that the situation in South Africa has deteriorated past the point of selective means of correction. The past approach has failed and a new one is needed.

If Notre Dame considers the promotion of social justice to be part of its mission, then immediate divestment is the only course that can be pursued.

-The Observer

Disinvestment will not help end apartheid

As Paul Johnson reminds us, (Commentary 80, No. 3; Sept. 1985) virtually all African states are racist. And Bishop Tutu’s assertion that South African blacks would welcome a Soviet occupation is naught but fallacy. And blacks are brighter than the good bishop insofar as, if any, would opt to work in the mines of the Soviet “peoples democracy.” Nor would the good bishop, I suspect. But the road to Stockholm is less arduous than that to Damascus.

James Carberry
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One is obliged to ask why South Africa, in spite of its dreadful apartheid policies, is so popular a work site for Africans in neighboring states? Why? Why do blacks from diverse “socialist paradises” seek work in that Eden of apartheid — South Africa? And what forces or factors best diminish the rationale for apartheid? What means will most effectively eliminate apartheid? Disinvestment? Well in spite of the visions of our Moralistic Minority — it doesn’t work.

“Disinvestment? Well in spite of the visions of our Moralistic Minority — it doesn’t work.”
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On a weekly basis The Observer will select an issue that is of interest to our community. In order to present different views on the issue, columns will be solicited from the community, including members of the administration, faculty and students. In addition to these contributions, The Observer will also comment on the issue.

The Observer welcomes letters to the Editor concerning the opinions presented on these and other issues. The Observer, however, reserves the right to edit all letters, and brevity is a criterion for publication. You may address the letters to The Observer, P.O. Box 9, Notre Dame, IN 46556.
Divestment is a vital step to end apartheid rule

Since the massacre of Soweto's school children in 1976, Notre Dame has been called upon to divest its holdings in corporations that do business in South Africa. Year after year, Fr. Hesburgh and the Trustees responded by offering rationalizations for continued investment in the apartheid system. While a growing number of colleges, universities, cities and states divested, and dozens of banks and major corporations pulled out of South Africa, a sizable percentage of Notre Dame's endowment was placed at the service of that country's white-owned economy.

Peter Walsh
guest column

The Sullivan Principles are the guidelines used for Notre Dame's investments. Accordingly, the University will only hold stock in corporations that are signatories to the Principles and, therefore, committed to desegregating their plants and offices. The assumption is that continued investment will provide jobs for blacks as well as whites and stimulate economic growth. Such a strategy, it is argued, will undermine the apartheid system.

Professor Walsh is a case in point: should we question his means to bring about the desired end, we are explicitly and implicitly accused of favoring apartheid.

Anyone who, as have Walsh and his crowd, questions the Rev. Theodore Martin Hesburgh's devotion to civil rights throughout this universe gives distortion of reality a bad name indeed.

"Capitalism will bring about the demise of apartheid in South Africa."

This university has assumed the proper position on apartheid - it is a moral evil. It, apartheid, will be best defeated by investment in an economic system, capitalism, which has liberated more persons on earth than has that most dragoonian of pseudo-religions so popular amongst our pseudo-intellectuals - socialism and its diverse isomers.

Dr. James J. Carberry is a Professor of Chemical Engineering.

Garry Trudeau
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"Life doesn't just happen to you; you take what happens and make it your life." Carole Crump
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Rugby, sailing clubs await post-season play

The schedule may have been light for club sports last week, but the teams that did compete reached new plateaus. The Rugby Club finished its fall campaign Saturday with a 13-7 victory over Boston College. That left the Irish at 7-1, one of their best marks in recent years.

"We had a lot of high hopes at the beginning of the season," O'Malley said. "A lot of guys had been around before, so we had some experience. Our one big disappointment was the 7-6 loss to Purdue, but we came back strong. We proved we can be strong in the spring season and finish high in the Midwest tourney."

The win over the Eagles virtually assured the Irish of a spot in the Midwest tourney next spring, which is a requirement by taking RLST 308. They fulfill their first requirement by taking RLST 307.

**Greg Guffy**
Club Corner

The Rugby Club also saved some of its best for last with a third-place finish in the Area A Regatta Saturday at the University of Michigan. That finish gave the Irish a berth in the Timme Angstrom Regatta in Chicago over Thanksgiving, one of the elite races in the nation with nine teams from the Midwest and nine other top teams from around the country.

The host Wolverines, ranked ninth in the nation, won the race followed by Michigan State in second. The top three teams qualified for the Timme Angstrom.

"I knew it would be close, but I thought we could finish in the top three," Club President Mark Ryan said. "It was a good thing for the team; it's the third year in a row that we have qualified. This will be a good indication of how good we are."

---

**Hockey**
continued from page 12

period to provide for the final score of 6-6.

"It was a big lift for the team," club vice-president Pat O'Malley said. "We had no idea what to expect because they're from the East, and we don't face that many teams from out there."

The win over the Eagles virtually assured the Irish of a spot in the Midwest tourney next spring, a tourney that features many of the top teams in the country. That imminent bid along with the 7-1 mark left O'Malley and the rest of the squad pleased with the fall season.

"We had a lot of high hopes at the beginning of the season," O'Malley said. "A lot of guys had been

The Irish dominated the day with a 13-7 victory over Boston College.

"Everybody thought we were going to get in. There was a chance we wouldn't get in, but I seriously never thought we wouldn't get in."

Hartigan was one of four seniors who played their last game in an Irish uniform.

"I expect the kids to be upset," said Grace. "But I still expect them to keep their heads held high and concentrate on the positive aspects of the season."

"One day they'll realize what they've accomplished. The chemistry, beating Indiana, going undefeated in the region and spreading Notre Dame's name in soccer across the country — we accomplished all these things."

Until that one day arrives, the team and even Grace have a bitter feeling towards the committee.

"We should be one of the 24 teams still practicing," said Grace.

---

**Theology at Saint Mary's College**
Spring 1988

RLST 307 The Bible and Women
Burns
W: 6:00 p.m.
RLST 380 World Religions
Martin
MWF: 12:15 p.m.
Second Required Courses
RLST 213 Experiencing God
Malits
RLST 240 Catholic Social Thought
Incandela and Martin
RLST 261 Catholic Faith and Life
Murphy
RLST 291 Thinking the Future
Weiss

---

**30 SECOND WARNING GRACE HALL DEBATES**

TODAY'S TOPIC:
-

RESOLVED:
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IS MORALLY JUSTIFIED FOR CERTAIN OFFENSES

JUDGE:
PROFESSOR DAVID O'CONNOR,
ND PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT

WHERE:
GRACE HALL

WHEN:
TONIGHT, 9:00 PM

***COMPLIMENTARY REFRESHMENTS,
NIGHTLY RAFFLE***

-COME AND JOIN IN THE GROWING EXCELLENCE
OF THE GRACE HALL DEBATES

---

**GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY**

**LAW CENTER**

Will Be Meeting
With Students On
NOVEMBER 11

11:00, 1:00, & 2:00

**Sign Up In**

THE LOWER LIBRARY
Wrestlers win MSU Invite title in season's first competition

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Notre Dame wrestling coach Fran McCann said before last weekend that he liked his team's chemistry with the mix of upperclassmen and freshmen.

The Irish proved their coach correct in last weekend's season-opening competition. Two juniors and one freshman won individual championships as Notre Dame won its first-ever Michigan State Invitational title on Sunday.

"We've been in there every year for about 12 years, and this is the first time we won," said McCann. "It was a good win, a real confidence-builder for us. We had six first-year people in the lineup, so you got to feel happy about that." Individual winners for Notre Dame included juniors Jerry Durso at 134 pounds and Chris Genesen at 177 pounds and freshman Todd Layton at 150 pounds. Durso, who was a two-time champion in 1987, said he was his first competition at 177 after wrestling for two years in the 167-pound category.

"Jerry and Chris pretty much dominated their divisions," McCann said. "They looked excellent. Genesen beat a two-time champion and an NCAA qualifier from Central Michigan at 177 in the finals. That was good for him, since he was moving up a weight class. Jerry didn't have any trouble.

Layton was one of a host of freshmen to fare well in the Invitational for the Irish. Mark Gerard placed third at 138 pounds, and Jeff Massey placed fourth in the heavyweight division.

"They showed some freshman mistakes, but really put on a nice performance," said McCann. "(146-pound Tom) Tomasich just came out of knee surgery, and he won a couple of matches, but lack of conditioning was a factor for him." Sophomore 118-pound Andy Rattenbury and 142-pound junior Pat Boyd both placed second for the Irish.

While McCann was happy about the eight-team Invitational, in which Notre Dame outdistanced Central Michigan for first place, he also saw much room for improvement.

"It was a good effort by everyone, but we're capable of wrestling a lot better," said McCann. "We didn't execute well, and our technique wasn't sharp. Our conditioning was really good, but we're still got a lot we need to do." Notre Dame's next competition will be at the St. Louis Open on Nov. 21. Oklahoma and Wisconsin are two of the strongest teams competing in the open tournament.

Twins reliever files for free agency

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Eighteen players, including relief pitcher Chuck Berenger of the World Series champion Minnesota Twins, Senators Frank Tanana and Houston's Jose Cruz, filed for free agency Monday as the midnight deadline approached.

The additions brought the total of free agents to 76 of a possible 95 players. Last year, 78 players declared free agency but only Andre Dawson and Lance Parrish changed teams before the season started.

Also, pitchers Jeff Reardon of Minnesota and Greg Harris of Texas and infielder Alfredo Griffin of Oakland officially demanded trades. Midnight was the deadline for making that move, which, like declaring free agency, is often a negotiating tool.

Others declaring for free agency Monday were pitchers Tommy John of the New York Yankees, Joaquin Andujar of Oakland, Ed Lynch and Dickie Noles and infielder Manny Trillo of the Chicago Cubs; pitcher Mark Littell, outfielder Eddie Milner and utilityman Joel Youngblood of San Francisco; outfielder Ken Griffey and infielder Graig Nettles of Atlanta; utilityman Jamie Quirk of Kansas City; pitcher Mark Clear of Milwaukee; outfielder Moose Haas of Los Angeles; pitcher Greg Minton of California.

Two of the key potential free agents: third baseman Mike Schmidt of the Philadelphia Phillies and shortstop Cal Ripken Jr. of the Baltimore Orioles - were negotiating with their clubs Monday.

Ross University

Guaranteed student loans for both schools

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
American Medical School Curriculum.
High pass rate on USMLE. Guaranteed clinical rotations.
U.S. Medical Schools are accepting Ross students with advanced standing. Listed in USMLE.

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
American Veterinary School curriculum.
Listed in AVMA Directory. Only veterinary school doing clinical rotations in USA. Vet school accepting students with advanced standing.

NOW OPEN!!!
Introducing Nightclub Night at Theodore's
with THE MAGIC AND COMEDY OF
BOB GARNER

Enjoy a nightclub atmosphere with your friends while your class officers serve you refreshments from the full food and drink bar.

D.J. FOLLOWING SHOW
Thursday, Nov. 12
9:00 pm (doors open at 8:30 pm)

All interested acts should contact Maura at 239-7757 or 283-2745
Sponsored by SUB.
Campus

12 p.m.: Kellogg Seminar-Brown Bag Lunch-"Economic Development, Social Change, and Political Contestation and Inclusion in South America" by Evelyne Huber Stephens, Assoc. Professor of Political Science at Northwestern University and the University of California, Irvine. 131 Decio Faculty Hall.

10:30 p.m.-12 a.m.: Sophomore Class Ice Skating Party, North Dome-JACC, Free admission, Skate rental-$1.00. Hot chocolate and cookies will be served.

Happy 18th Birthday, Tiffany! Love, Kim

Dinner Menus

Notre Dame:
- Pizza Calzones
- Make Your Own Burrito Bar
- Egg Foo Young
- Roast Beef

Saint Mary's:
- Roast Sirloin
- Stuffed Fish w/ Broccoli
- Spinach Crepes
- Deli Bar

Happy Birthday, Dave Mitchell! From Steve (your roommate)

Comics

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

The Morning After

Wednesday & Thursday
7:00, 9:15, 11:30 pm
Engineering Auditorium $2.00

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Bird
6 Mark for removal
10 "— Amore"
13 Jeweled ornament
14 — orange
15 Oriental drama
16 Like a ghost
18 Books expert
19 Kemal
20 Improve
21 Empty space
22 Many years
24 Holding of lands
26 Severe trial
31 Plugs
32 Criticize
33 Greeting word
35 Golf stroke
37 Homolka
39 Necessary: abbr.
40 Perceived
42 Shoshonean people
43 Business
45 Wedding announcement word
46 Goes quickly
48 Cutting instruments
50 Lines
53 Circulated
54 Cub
55 Persian wheel
58 Bones
62 Mellow
63 Out of keeping
65 Daystar
66 Lombardy commune
67 Jibe
68 Encountered
69 Solar disk
70 Gr. letter

DOWN
1 Cornelia — Skinner
2 Port
3 Tatting

SUB presents:

The Morning After

Wednesday & Thursday
7:00, 9:15, 11:30 pm
Engineering Auditorium $2.00
**NCAA soccer tournament snubs Irish**

**17-3-1 record is not quite enough**

By PETE GEGEN  
Sports Writer

Slam! That was the sound of the NCAA Tournament selection committee shutting the door in the face of the Irish soccer team.

Early Monday morning the team learned that it would not be one of 24 teams to participate in this year's post-season tournament. Indiana and Evansville were the two teams given the automatic bids from the Great Lakes region. The region received no at-large bids.

"The NCAA committee is missing a very good team," said an upset Irish head coach Dennis Grace. "We deserved to be included in the tournament for the kind of a season we had."

The Irish matched, if not exceeded, everyone's expectations this season, compiling a 17-3-1 record, going undefeated in the Great Lakes region and defeating Indiana for the first time in their 10-year history.

In the end, what hurt the Irish was the absence of Evansville from their schedule.

"This year supposedly the lack of Evansville kept us from going to the tournament," said Grace. "In fact the exact words I got were that we sidestepped them."

The word came from Joe Baum, head coach of Michigan State and the head of the Great Lakes regional selection committee which determined the final regional rankings and recommended to the national committee which teams should get bids.

Grace said that the two schools had tried to work out a date last spring, but Evansville gave an ultimatum for only one possible date. Notre Dame could not play on that date, and thus the match was not scheduled.

"Joe Baum said he did everything he could to get us in," said Grace. "but that it wasn't a situation where he could bargain. He was just trying to get Notre Dame in."

"But it was clear that he wasn't interested in the scheduling problem, and for that reason the committee wasn't informed. Evansville could have told him anything."

As a result of a power rating system, the committee ranked Evansville ahead of Notre Dame. Even though the Aces had lost two games in the region, to Indiana and Cleveland State. Evansville, however, played eight matches against Top-20 teams, winning four of them, while the Irish won one out of three matches.

"It's ironic that in the past I've been criticized for compiling such a difficult schedule for the team," said Grace.

In looking at his own team's record, Grace pointed to the scheduling problem, and for his team's lack of bids. Grace felt that the San Diego State match was the deciding factor. In that game the eighth-ranked Aztecs had scored a penalty kick three minutes remaining to beat the Irish 1-0.

**ND, Kent State all tied up in weekend hockey action**

By STEVE MEGARGEE  
Sports Writer

Usually, when a hockey team scores 11 goals in two games, it can count on being pretty successful.

But while the Irish scored five goals Friday and tallied six more on Saturday, the Kent State offense had just as much luck with Notre Dame defense. The weekend ended for the Irish with 5-5 and 6-6 ties against their American Collegiate Hockey Association rivals.

"Offensively, we scored a lot of goals, and the power play worked well," said Irish coach Rich Schafer, whose team now stands at 1-1-2. "We need to do a better job of killing penalties and killing penalty situations when they do occur."

Actually, Notre Dame was pretty fortunate to get away with a tie in Friday's game at Kent State. The Flashes, now 3-7-2, had a 3-1 lead early in the fourth period, with Notre Dame's lone goal coming from senior captain and center Mike McNeill.

State scored a power play goal with fifty seconds left in the period to take a 4-3 lead after forty minutes.

The Flashes built their lead to 5-3 five minutes into the period, but then the Irish put together their second comeback of the game. McNeill scored his second goal of the evening and fifth goal of the season on a power play goal with five minutes remaining.

Then, Guay tied the score with just 21 seconds left in regulation time. It was the second goal of the game and the second career goal for the sophomore New Smithfield, R.I., native.

Kent State answered with two goals in the first overtime period, by wings Lance Madson and McKee.

"Lance played well," said Schafer. "We have to do a better job of killing him out."

In Saturday's game, it was the Irish getting off to the fast start, leading 4-3 after one period, with a goal by freshman center Bob Bilton helping the Irish to tie the game at 4-4 after two periods.

Center Bob Bilton helped the Irish in the penalty killing where we got hurt the most," said the first-year Irish coach.

"But it was clear that he wasn't interested in the scheduling problem, and for that reason the committee wasn't informed. Evansville could have told him anything."

By PETE GEGEN  
Sports Writer

SMM flag football still sparks enthusiasm

On a cloudy Sunday afternoon on the first of November the Saint Mary's flag football league began its first season, a fact that is accounted for to the fact that there had been no plans for all-girl football teams.

The strong interest of past players and coaches initiated the organization of the all-girl league. When the players heard there would be only a co-ed league, they got in touch with the veterans from last year and asked if they wanted to play on an all-girl team.

The league includes teams representing the three halls of Holy Cross, LeMans and McCandless. The three groups of coaches had some contacts within the dorms they are now coaching which brought the team and coaches together.

The season opener pitted LeMans against McCandless Hall. The game started rather slowly because the teams were not familiar with the plays and reading the other team. After some vicious encounters, the game ended in a 4-4 tie.

LeMans is headed by the veteran coach Craig Simon, who helped coach McCandless Hall last season. Trey Gordon, Joe Linnen, and Marty Watts assist in coaching the team, which is a mixture of experienced and rookie players.

"We have an intense defensive scheme," said Simon. "but our linewomen are essential to our team."

Rich Reynolds heads the McCandless team assisted by Mark Naumann, Dave O'Bryan and Mike Shannon. Reynolds, a player and coach for the off-season all-girl league to a co-ed one. The season unfortunately looks to be a short one, since the league is so small and the temperatures are also decreasing.

There has been some mention of starting play again in the spring.

Even though the games have been few in number the competitive spirit is strong and the players have enjoyed the experience of coaching an all-girl team.

Both the players and the coaches seem to prefer the all-girl league to a co-ed one. The season unfortunately looks to be a short one, since the league is so small and the temperatures are also decreasing.

There has been some mention of starting play again in the spring.

Even though the games have been few in number the competitive spirit is strong and the players have enjoyed the experience of coaching an all-girl team.